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I am writing to voice my concerns regarding the 'short term' radioactive waste being considered
stored at the Andrews County Texas site by WCS.
I believe that where ever there is a profit to be made by private industry, citizens should be very wary
of the 'facts' presented to achieve their goals. That is where we are with Waste Control Specialists.
Although NRC states that the above ground casts of high level radioactive waste will be safe - dropped from a 50 foot height for instance - - they are proven to NOT be safe from armor piercing
rockets. This makes them a prime target for terrorism. Terrorism that would cripple our nation with
radioactive repercussions.
In addition, WCS claims that travel by rail woulds be safe for these casts. Nothing could be further
from the truth! Rolling trains are a prime target for anyone wanting to do us harm - - with literally
thousands of weak points of travel from one location to ours. Nothing is perfect, accident free, or safe
with millions of 'links in the chain' of the railroad industry. One accident occuring with normal freight
being transported can be terrible, costly and endanger some human lives. One accident with
radioactive waste casts on board would be deadly for our NATION, as well as Mexico and the close
by ocean waters!
WCS originally had an agreement with Andrews County that it would store LOW-LEVEL radioactive
waste on site UNDERGROUND. Once WCS had their foot in our door, now they want to redo the
original agreement, to the detriment of us all.
The state of Nevada is urging that radioactive waste continue to be stored THERE. Let the poison be
stored in Nevada, not in Andrews County.
We are worried about the safety and truth regarding this radioactive waste project.
Dale Fullmer
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